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Abstract: Automation is the use of Computer controlled stepper motors. It is one of the most versatile forms of
positioning systems. Generally dielectric parameters of different polar liquids, binary mixture of polar liquid
with non polar liquid in different mole fraction or weight fraction are measured by using X-band Microwave
bench manually. The measurements done manually are not much accurate and exact. Hence, personal
computer (PC)based automatic measurement technique is used for accurate measurement of the dielectric
parameters. PC based stepper motor moves the plunger in liquid cell of microwave bench & measures the
distance up to fraction of mm to nanometer per step. This technique is used to give the maximum accuracy for
the measurement of 𝜆𝑑. Further accuracy of this technique can be increased when the stepper motor is operated
in micro stepping mode.
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I.

Introduction:

The operations done by human beings are replaced with automatic control system which consists of
the machines, advanced electronic techniques, and computers . Manually the plunger in liquid cell of X-band
microwave bench can move approximately 1 mm at a time in forward or backward direction, Stepper motors are
widely used in applications requiring precise motions using computer control. Special logic and high-current
drive circuits are required to drive stepper motors , PC is used to control the steps of the stepper motor in
clockwise and anticlockwise direction. It is also used to display the movement of stepper motor clockwise and
anticlockwise direction.
This application describes the use of single microcontroller to control the speed, direction and rotation
angle of a stepper motor by sending pulse sequences to the motor winding in response to the control
commands. Commands executed by the code in this application include: single step motor rotates in a clockwise
or counter clockwise direction ,The sequence of input pulses is directly related to the direction of motor shaft
rotation. The speed of motor shaft rotation is directly related to frequency of the input pulses and the length of
rotation .It is directly related to the number of input pulses applied. The PC based automation technique gives
the maximum accuracy.

II.

Stepper Motor :

Stepper motor is one of the most useful devices in the
automation . It forms the most convenient and versatile bridge
between a set of motion rules . It can be made to move slowly,
quickly, in reverse, pause, complete revolutions, partial revolutions
and even individual steps of less than a degree of rotation. With this
flexibility of movement coupled with an abundance of torque for
relatively little power applied.
A Stepper Motor which divides a full rotation into a
number of steps. when fixed DC voltage is applied to it, a step
motor rotates in discrete step angles. The Stepper Motors are
manufactured with micro steps per revolution and Gear reducers
may be used to increase resolution of positioning and micro steps
from 400 to 25600 per revolution
can be used. The motor's
position can be commanded to move and hold at one of these steps
Fig.1: Unipolar Stepper Motor Coil
without any feedback sensor.
……….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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The stepper motor used here ,has 5 leads , 4 leads representing the four stator windings and 5 th
terminal is used for centered-tapped lead. As the sequence of power is applied to each stator winding the rotor
will rotate. There are several widely used sequences where each has a different degree of precision. In the full
step sequence, two coils are energized at the same time and motor shaft rotates. The coils are energized in order
to rotate stepper motor in clockwise or anticlockwise direction .As the micro steps become smaller, motor
operation becomes smooth, thereby greatly reducing resonance in any parts.
The system is built around the microcontroller. In this system a unipolar stepper motor is used with
following. Unipolar stepping motors with 5 or 6 wires are available and usually wired as shown in Fig. 1 with a
center tap at terminal 1 and 2on each of the two windings. In use, the center taps of the windings are typically
wired to the positive supply and the two ends of each winding are alternately grounded to reverse the direction
of the field provided by that winding.

III.

Experimental Details :

Functional Block Diagram:
Automation technique consists of, personal computer , logic circuit , microcontroller ,motor driver ,
stepper motor and X-band microwave bench with liquid cell ,but automation technique moves the plunger in
liquid cell by fraction of mm or in nanometer per step. When the stepper motor is operated in stepping mode
in forward or backward direction as per digital pulses given to it., gives the maximum accuracy. Further
accuracy of this technique can be increased when the stepper motor is operated in micro stepping mode.
The PC is used to operate the stepper motor and by software program written in C++ language , the
stepper motor displaces the plunger in liquid cell of the microwave bench in proper direction The distance
covered by the plunger in liquid cell of the microwave bench forward or backward direction is also displayed
on the screen of monitor. Specifications: Maximum voltage: 24V DC, 1Amp and Step angle: 1.8 degree Steps
per revolution. The block diagram of PC based measurement technique is shown in Fig. 2.

Parallel Port :
The stepper motor is interfaced with personal computer through the parallel printer port .The ports are
identified in personal computer by their base address, which are nearly fixed for all the class of IBM clones.
The addresses are 378H, 278H and others. Generally a personal computer has only one printer port with port
address378H– the port used in this work for the control of stepper motor’s rotation . The data bits (D0-D7) can
be accessed at the base address, i.e., 378H.The data to be given out by the personal computer is output at this
base address, also called as the base register. To rotate the stepper motor in clockwise direction, we have to
provide two values to the port address 378H ,the values are 2 and 0 respectively, but in these two values we
have to provide some time delay. To rotate the stepper motor in anticlockwise direction, we have to provide two
values to the port address 378H ,the values are 3 and 1 respectively, but in these two values we have to provide
some time delay.
Mechanical set-up of Liquid cell :
The high reliability and high accuracy rolled ball screw (4) of length 300 mm with ball nut(5) . The
ball screw eliminates clearance between the ball nut and screw which avoids back-lash error , and reduces
elastic deformation. The ball screw will get much better rigidity with accuracy. The rolled ball screw has lead
of 4 mm .The ball screw is fixed vertically between two ball screw support units(3) in the Mechanical assembly
(6) with leveling screws shown in fig1 .The axel of stepper motor is coupled with the rolled ball screw with the
help of coupler unit (2). The plunger (8) in Liquid cell (9) of Microwave bench (10) , is coupled(7) with the ball
nut. The Stepper motor (1) is. connected to driver and control circuit.
www.iosrjournals.org
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Fig.3: Experimental set-up with Labeling for Liquid cell of X-band Microwave bench

IV.

Observations:

The measurements of different physical parameters are measured by using Microwave bench Hence
personal computer (PC) based automatic measurement technique is used for accurate measurement of positions.
The clockwise or anticlockwise rotation of the motor are controlled through PC. The position (starting or
ending) are measured as shown in Table 1, using the PC based automatic measurement technique. PC based
stepper motor moves the plunger in liquid cell of microwave bench as shown in fig.3 .
Table-1: Observation table for readings of Lengths in mm by using micro steps 25600 per revolution of stepper
motor
R .No Length
R.No Length
R .No Length
R .No Length
R .No Length
1
0.000156 16
0.0025
31
0.004844 46
0.007188 61
0.009531
2
0.000313 17
0.002656 32
0.005
47
0.007344 62
0.009688
3
0.000469 18
0.002813 33
0.005156 48
0.0075
63
0.009844
4
0.000625 19
0.002969 34
0.005313 49
0.007656 64
0.01
5
0.000781 20
0.003125 35
0.005469 50
0.007813 65
0.010156
6
0.000938 21
0.003281 36
0.005625 51
0.007969 66
0.010313
7
0.001094 22
0.003438 37
0.005781 52
0.008125 67
0.010469
8
0.00125
23
0.003594 38
0.005938 53
0.008281 68
0.010625
9
0.001406 24
0.00375
39
0.006094 54
0.008438 69
0.010781
10
0.001563 25
0.003906 40
0.00625
55
0.008594 70
0.010938
11
0.001719 26
0.004063 41
0.006406 56
0.00875
71
0.011094
12
0.001875 27
0.004219 42
0.006563 57
0.008906 72
0.01125
13
0.002031 28
0.004375 43
0.006719 58
0.009063 73
0.011406
14
0.002188 29
0.004531 44
0.006875 59
0.009219 74
0.011563
15
0.002344 30
0.004688 45
0.007031 60
0.009375 75
0.011719

V.

Software :

The software program is written in different programming language but we use C++ language for
microcontroller , because this language work like low , middle and high level language .Also in this language
we can make executable files and It works as per flow chart shown in Fig. 3. The rotation of motor is controlled
through printer port of computer and is received by microcontroller. The microcontroller loads step sequence
to rotate stepper motor in clockwise or anticlockwise direction. The RPM of the motor can also be increased
or decreased by changing the time delay
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Fig. 4: Flow chart for C++ program

VI

Conclusion

The accuracy of the measurement of dielectric parameters such as permittivity , permittivity loss, Loss
tangent , Thermodynamic parameters etc. of solids or Organic Liquids by using X-band Microwave bench can
be increased to high extent . This measurement depends on only the measurement of guide wavelength 𝜆𝑑 .The
use of micro stepping for a standard stepper motor is presented in this paper. The key feature of this controller
lies in its flexibility to provide for high position resolution operation of a given stepper motor control system. In
this case their existing standard stepper motor controller to a high position resolution controller, For the
measurement of 𝜆𝑑 in this method analog to digital Converter (ADC) may be used for data acquisition in PC.
The same stepper motor may be used to the probe in slotted section of the microwave bench.
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